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Abstract

The sharing economy model is a contested concept: on one
hand, its proponents have praised it to be enabler of fair mar-
ketplaces, with all participants receiving equal opportunities;
on the other hand, its detractors have criticised it for actually
exacerbating preexisting societal inequalities. In this paper,
we propose a scalable quantitative method to measure par-
ticipants’ diversity and inclusion in such marketplaces, with
the aim to offer evidence to ground this debate. We apply the
method to the case of the Airbnb hospitality service for the
city of London, UK. Our findings reveal that diversity is high
for gender, but not so for age and ethnicity. As for inclusion,
we find strong signals of homophily both in terms of gen-
der, age and ethnicity, thus suggesting that under-represented
groups have significantly fewer opportunities to gain from
this market model. Interestingly, the sentiment associated to
same-group (homophilic) interactions is just as positive as
that associated to heterophilic ones, even after controlling for
Airbnb property’s type, price and location. This suggests that
increased diversity and inclusion are desirable not only for
moral but also for economic and market reasons.

1 Introduction
Over the last decade, sharing economy platforms (Trenz,
Frey, and Veit 2018) have been growing fast in cities world-
wide, transforming the way in which goods, services, skills
and spaces are shared. With no need for large upfront finan-
cial investments, and only requiring access to information
technology to take part, the sharing economy model was en-
visaged to enable a more inclusive economic development
than the traditional consumer model based on the concept of
private ownership, bringing benefits to a broader spectrum
of the population and ultimately uplifting society at large
(Sundararajan 2016).

However, from the outset, detractors worried that plat-
forms built around this economic model could cause more
externalities than benefits, acting as large-scale online ag-
gregators of well-known offline human dynamics and biases
(Eckhardt and Bardhi 2015; Koh et al. 2019). Indeed, studies
have emerged suggesting that a disproportionally high seg-
ment of participants in the Airbnb sharing economy platform
are whites (Griswold 2016). Furthermore, in cities with high
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Airbnb presence, gentrification processes have been accel-
erating, contributing to the house affordability crisis of New
York City and Los Angeles and exacerbating pre-existing
societal divides, for example along racial lines (Wachsmuth
and Weisler 2018; Lee 2016; Griffith 2017).

To help inform the debate between proponents and detrac-
tors of the sharing economy model around the specific issue
of equal opportunities, in this paper we propose a scalable,
easily reproducible, quantitative method to measure diver-
sity and inclusion in sharing economy platforms. By diver-
sity, we refer to the demographics of the peers that take part
in a sharing economy platform (i.e., both hosts and guests
in Airbnb). By inclusion, we mean the opportunities these
peers have to prosper and benefit from this economic model.
Note that achieving diversity does not automatically imply
achieving inclusion too. For example bias, and more pre-
cisely what Mehrabi et al. define as user interaction bias
(Mehrabi et al. 2021), may play against some specific demo-
graphics, despite these being equally represented within the
platform (e.g., female hosts may be more frequently selected
than male hosts, despite each representing 50% of the host
market share in Airbnb). Being able to quantify diversity and
inclusion may then inform what interventions to carry out,
both from a technological (e.g., service features) and regu-
latory (e.g., legislation and taxation) point of view. This is
important not only for moral reasons (i.e., no demographic
segment should be left behind), but also for economic and
market reasons (e.g., the broader the pool of people to tap
into, the more economically efficient the service is). The
method we propose consists of three main parts:
1. Demographic Feature Extraction: we leverage state-

of-the-art face recognition AI tools to automatically ex-
tract demographics information (more specifically, gen-
der, age, and ethnicity) from profile pictures of partic-
ipants in sharing economy services. We measure how
peers’ representation along each of these features varies
over time, as a way to study diversity.

2. Preferential Attachment Estimation: we model peer
interactions as nodes and edges in a bi-partite graph, and
use a statistical method based on network reshuffling to
identify interactions that cannot be attributed to chance.
We then measure preferential attachment along each de-
mographic trait, as a way to capture inclusion; we do so
while controlling for important geographic and economic



factors.
3. Sentiment Analysis: finally, we apply state-of-the-art

NLP techniques to the reviews that peers leave to one
another, and measure how sentiment varies across ho-
mophilic and heterophilic interactions, for each demo-
graphic traits.

As a case study, we then apply the method to measure
diversity and inclusion of Airbnb in London, UK, analysing
interactions spanning a period of 8 years (from January 2012
to December 2019).1 Our findings reveal that:

Diversity: for both hosts and guests, gender diversity is
high and consistently so over the years. Diversity is low
for age and ethnicity instead, with White adults aged 30–
39 prevailing among both hosts and guests. The platform
composition is changing though, with young adults aged
18–29 being on the rise, as well as Black and Asian com-
munities; older adults aged 40+ are on the decline in-
stead.

Inclusion: homophilic stays dominate along all demo-
graphic features, even after controlling for Airbnb prop-
erty type, price and location. In particular, we found that
homophily is exceptionally strong along the age line for
the 40+ year old group, and along the ethnicity line both
for Asian and Black groups. These demographics are also
the least represented within the Airbnb user base. Strong
homophilic interactions of host-guest interactions within
the same minority groups imply overall fewer opportu-
nities for under represented groups. Interestingly, senti-
ment is not correlated with homophily, suggesting there
is room to improve inclusion without negative conse-
quences on service satisfaction.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: we
first provide an overview of the main studies conducted in
recent years of the sharing economy as a whole and Airbnb
in particular (Section 2). We then describe the method we
have developed in detail (Section 3), before delving into an
extensive analysis of the results obtained when applying the
method to the case study of Airbnb in London (Section 4).
We discuss the implications of our findings, as well as their
limitations (Section 5), before concluding the paper elabo-
rating on future directions of investigation (Section 6).

2 Related Work
Even though sharing is an old practice, the sharing econ-
omy (SE) specifically is a rather recent phenomenon that
has been propelled by information and communication tech-
nologies. In recent years, both the number of companies
that adopt this market model, and the business value of its
key players, has grown exponentially; this has been accom-
panied by an explosion in the number of academic stud-
ies of such phenomenon, from the point of view of differ-
ent disciplines (e.g., Law, Economics, Sociology) (Hossain

1We purposely excluded the years 2020-onward from the
present study, since the COVID-19 pandemic and its associated
travel restrictions have nearly halted Airbnb activity during this
time period.

2020). Scholars in the computing field have themselves been
very actively studying the interplay between SE and com-
puting (Dillahunt et al. 2017), both from a technical point of
view, investigating for example the algorithms used for ef-
ficient provider/consumer matchmaking, and from a socio-
technical one, where the interplay between the computing
platform that mediates SE interactions, and the individuals
accessing the SE service, are being investigated. Our work
falls within this latter stream.

A predominant research question within this stream has
been motivation, trying to explain why peers choose to par-
ticipate (or not) in the sharing economy. Studies pertain-
ing over 40 different sharing economy services repeatedly
found motivation to span widely, from more idealistic rea-
sons (e.g., altruism, social connection) to more instrumen-
tal ones (e.g., value) (Bellotti et al. 2015; Shih et al. 2015).
Different reasons were also found to be behind the choice
not to engage in these platforms: from issues of safety and
(dis)trust, to issues of independence and autonomy (or lack
thereof) (Dillahunt and Malone 2015; Meurer et al. 2014).
Most of these studies used a qualitative analysis approach
based on structured interviews and focus groups with a few
selected participants; these methods afforded depth in the in-
vestigation of specific aspects or questions, to the expense of
scale.

As large amounts of readily-available data capturing the
interactions of participants in SE platforms are becoming
available, quantitative analysis approaches have started to
complement qualitative ones, so to analyse SE platforms at
scale (both in terms of number of participants, geographic
coverage, and over time). The vast majority of such quan-
titative studies have been about Airbnb, largely due to data
availability (indeed, studies of Airbnb have been proliferat-
ing so quickly to warrant a dedicated systematic literature
review solely on such platform (Dann, Teubner, and Wein-
hardt 2019)). One stream of quantitative studies research has
tried to investigate the relationship between Airbnb and the
city it penetrated: for example, a study of 13 cities in Italy
(Picascia, Romano, and Teobaldi 2017) found the absolute
majority of Airbnb listings to be concentrated in histori-
cal centres, a trend that has been increasing steadily over
the years and that was linked to the ‘social desertification’
of Italian historical centres. A Texas-focused study (Zer-
vas, Proserpio, and Byers 2015) found causal evidence of
the role that Airbnb played in the loss of hotel revenues.
Other studies were however supportive of Airbnb in their
findings: a UK-focused study (Tussyadiah, Liu, and Stein-
metz 2020) tried to quantify the impact of Airbnb penetra-
tion on the local environment, and found a higher preponder-
ance of positive effects (e.g., economic impact on the local
community) than negative ones (e.g., fear of increased local
crime). When zooming in London, UK, another study found
strong evidence of the impact that Airbnb penetration had
on increasing the value of real estate properties (Benitez-
Aurioles and Tussyadiah 2020). All these works offered ev-
idence in the emerging debates between those in favour and
those against SE services, ultimately aiming to help regulat-
ing such services. As SE services keep growing, other re-
searchers have also looked at how SE platforms had been



evolving over time, to understand what geographic, demo-
graphic and socio-economic factors are mostly associated
with Airbnb adoption. Findings for several US cities of dif-
ferent size, wealth and population composition (Quattrone
et al. 2018), and for the city of London, UK, (Quattrone et al.
2016) showed some strong similarities: areas of high Airbnb
presence were usually those close to city centres and occu-
pied by the ‘talented and creative’ classes; however, there
were also important differences, with Airbnb penetration in
London growing over time in more income deprived areas
– a phenomenon that did not occur in any of the US cities
analysed, thus signalling important geographic differences
in the adoption of this platform.

Another stream of quantitative studies research has
looked into the relationship between Airbnb and its partic-
ipants instead. For example, user satisfaction with the SE
service has been studied extensively, by means of statisti-
cal and linguistic analysis of ratings and reviews (Zervas,
Proserpio, and Byers 2015; Zhu, Lin, and Cheng 2020; San-
tos et al. 2020; Bridges and Vásquez 2018; Alsudais and
Teubner 2019). Several studies have ensued that have gone
beyond sentiment analysis and looked into what partici-
pants in this hospitality service care the most about (Luo
and Tang 2019; Sutherland and Kiatkawsin 2020; Joseph
and Varghese 2019; Lee et al. 2020; Cheng and Jin 2019;
Luo 2018; Quattrone et al. 2020). Business-oriented aspects
such as property location, facilities/amenities, and commu-
nication with the hosts were consistently found to be par-
ticularly important in all studies. Interestingly, the more
social-oriented aspects of the Airbnb service (i.e., interac-
tions between hosts and guests) steadily lost importance over
time (Quattrone et al. 2020), suggesting that Airbnb has been
increasingly evolving into a ‘platform economy’ (Moazed
and Johnson 2016) as opposed to a ‘sharing economy’ one
(Trenz, Frey, and Veit 2018). Recent studies have also started
to delve deeper into the patterns of interactions between
Airbnb hosts and guests (i.e., who stays with whom), after
several SE platforms had come under fire for episodes of
discrimination: for example, in ride-sharing platforms Uber
and Lyft, female passengers were found to be taken on dis-
proportionately longer and more expensive routes, and pas-
sengers with African American-sounding names were found
to be twice as likely to receive trip cancellations compared
to passengers with White-sounding ones (Ge et al. 2016); in
online freelance marketplaces such as TaskRabbit and Fiver,
gender and race were found to have an impact on worker
evaluations (Hannák et al. 2017); and Airbnb was no excep-
tion, with Airbnb hosts found to be turning down potential
guests based on their racial background (Edelman and Luca
2014).

To what extent are SE platforms such as Airbnb the fair
and inclusive marketplaces they aim to be, and to what ex-
tent are they becoming online aggregators of offline human
biases? To answer this question, recent scholarly work has
tried to characterise the interactions that prevail in such plat-
forms. For example, a study of five Western cities within
the Airbnb platform found evidence of gender, race and
age homophily in Airbnb (Koh et al. 2019); these findings
echoed a vast literature that found homophily – i.e., the

tendency of individuals to preferentially attach/interact with
similar ones – to prevail along demographics lines in many
online (e.g., social media) platforms. Specifically, gender,
age and race homophily was found in MySpace (Thelwall
2009); race homophily was found in Facebook (Wimmer
and Lewis 2010), gender homophily in Twitter (Bamman,
Eisenstein, and Schnoebelen 2014), and age homophily was
documented in a study of the Facebook social graph (Ugan-
der et al. 2011). While avoidance is universally deemed as
unacceptable, some studies claim that homophily may have
desirable consequences instead: for example, it can facilitate
access to information (Choudhury et al. 2010), the diffusion
of innovations and behaviors (Christakis and Fowler 2007),
as well as the formation of social norms (Centola, Willer,
and Macy 2005). However, there is also ample evidence that
homophily can lead to negative consequences too, includ-
ing exacerbated polarization of opinions, persistence of dis-
agreements, and the perpetration of self segregation between
groups (Golub and Jackson 2012; Centola et al. 2007). In
the sharing economy context, homophilic interactions risk
pushing certain demographics completely out of this busi-
ness model, contrary to the SE original aim of inclusiveness
and democracy; this is particularly the case if certain de-
mographics are under-represented to begin with – as reports
suggest (Griswold 2016).

To investigate the issue, we present next a computational
method to study diversity and inclusion in SE platforms lon-
gitudinally and at scale.

3 Data & Method
Sharing economy services rely upon trust between partici-
pants for the ‘sharing’ to take place. To build such trust, most
SE platforms leverage two main mechanisms: first, partici-
pants have publicly visible profiles, usually comprising the
peer’s profile picture; second, upon completion of an interac-
tion, peers leave publicly available reviews, describing how
satisfied they have been with the service.

Our method exploits these publicly available data: first,
we use state-of-the-art AI face recognition tools to extract
demographic features from profile pictures, then quantify
diversity of hosts and guests in terms of gender, age, and
ethnicity. Second, we use reviews to reconstruct an empiri-
cal bipartite graph of peer interactions, then use a statistical
method based on network rewiring to quantify preferential
attachment along each demographic line, and use it to study
inclusion. Finally, we apply state-of-the-art NLP techniques
on the content of reviews to analyse peers’ opinions of their
interactions, along each demographic trait. We describe the
details of each step of our method next. A GitHub repository
containing both the source code and the (anonymised) data
used in this work have been made available for transparency
and reproducibility.2

Face Recognition Tool Selection
Our method relies on the use of AI face recognition tools
to accurately extract users’ demographics (i.e., gender, age,

2https://tinyurl.com/3snadsra



ethnicity) from profile pictures. Several candidate tools ex-
ist, both proprietary and open-source. The former have been
subject to several benchmark studies aimed at ascertaining
their accuracy (Buolamwini and Gebru 2018; Raji and Buo-
lamwini 2019). These studies have found Microsoft Azure
Face API3 and Amazon Rekognition API4 to have signifi-
cantly higher accuracy than any competitor when estimat-
ing gender and age; however, neither of them infers ethnic-
ity from profile pictures. One of the very few proprietary
tools that does so is Clarifai.5 Its accuracy for ethnicity es-
timation is however not well documented in the literature.
A common disadvantage of proprietary tools is their lack
of transparency; furthermore, the financial cost associated to
them negatively impacts reproducibility of results. An alter-
native to proprietary tools is offered by open-source ones:
these tools afford easy reproducibility, better transparency
and customisation than proprietary tools; however, their ac-
curacy is not well documented.

To inform the choice of what tool(s) to rely on for de-
mographics’ extraction from profile pictures, we thus con-
ducted a technology assessment study. We chose as candi-
date proprietary tools the Microsoft Azure Face API for gen-
der and age estimation, and the Clarifai API for ethnicity;
we favoured the Microsoft Azure Face API as proprietary
tool against the Amazon Rekognition one due to lower cost
and faster processing. We selected DeepFace6 as candidate
open-source tool for all demographic features under study,
due its current popularity. We then performed the following
investigations.

(a) Proprietary vs Open-source Tools for Gender and Age.
We selected 300 Airbnb host and guest profile pictures at
random, and asked three independent annotators to label
them for gender (i.e., male, female) and age group (i.e., 18–
29, 30–39, 40+). They got an overall Cohen’s kappa coeffi-
cient equal to 0.95 for the former and 0.81 for the latter, indi-
cating a substantial agreement among them. We then ran the
Microsoft Azure Face API and the DeepFace API for gender
and age on such pictures, and measured their accuracy com-
pared to the ‘ground truth’ (defined as majority vote among
the three annotators). With the Microsoft Azure Face API,
we obtained very high accuracy: 0.81 for gender and 0.74
for age. This was expected, based on past benchmark stud-
ies of such tool. With DeepFace, we achieved significantly
lower accuracy instead: 0.57 for gender and 0.32 for age.
Based on these results, we deemed the accuracy of the se-
lected open-source tool not good enough to be used as-is in
our study, and thus selected the proprietary Microsoft Azure
Face API as tool of choice for gender and age estimation
instead.

(b) Proprietary vs Open-source Tools for Ethnicity. The
literature is very sparse in terms of benchmark studies mea-
suring the accuracy of AI face recognition tools to estimate
ethnicity. We thus decided to conduct a more extensive in-

3https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-
services/face/

4https://aws.amazon.com/rekognition/
5https://www.clarifai.com/models/ai-face-detection
6https://github.com/serengil/deepface

vestigation with respect to this demographic feature. First,
for the same 300 Airbnb profile pictures used before, we
asked three independent annotators to label them for eth-
nicity. Note that there is no agreement in the literature in
terms of how many ethnic groups exist; for the purpose of
this study, we asked annotators to select among the fol-
lowing six (since these are the outputs of the selected AI
tools): Asian, Black, Indian, Latino, Middle Eastern, White.
We obtained an overall Cohen’s kappa coefficient equal to
0.74, again indicating substantial agreement among annota-
tors. We then ran the Clarifai API and the DeepFace API
for ethnicity on such pictures, and obtained an accuracy of
0.67 for the former, and 0.41 for the latter. As was the case
for gender and age, the chosen proprietary tool reports sig-
nificantly higher ethnicity estimation accuracy than the cho-
sen open-source one; however, the gap is not as big as with
other demographic features. Also, this study relied on the
ethnicity annotations of three individuals that, while span-
ning different age groups and genders, they all self-identify
as White; we were thus concerned that bias could have been
introduced in the ‘ground-truth’ labeling step. To gain con-
fidence in our technology assessment results, we then con-
ducted a second ethnicity classification study, this time us-
ing the Chicago Face Database (Ma, Correll, and Witten-
brink 2015). This is a dataset curated by the University of
Chicago, comprising images of 597 male and female models
that are self-identified as Asian (18%), Black (33%), Latino
(18%), and White (30%). Pictures in this benchmark dataset
have been taken with individuals front-facing the camera,
against a neutral background, with no clutter and in ideal
lighting conditions. Although profile pictures in Airbnb are
possibly much more challenging for AI face recognition
tools, experiments against the Chicago Face Database can
offer a valuable upper-bound in terms of estimation accu-
racy for ethnicity. Once again, we found the overall accu-
racy of the Clarifai API to be higher than that of DeepFace
(0.83 versus 0.77). Based on these results, we chose to pro-
ceed using the proprietary Clarifai API tool for ethnicity es-
timation. Upon closer inspection, we noted that some ethnic
groups where significantly easier to detect than others: with
reference to the curated Chicago Face Database, accuracy
for Asian/Black/White groups was 0.97/0.90/0.80 respec-
tively, but only 0.59 for Latino. In the reminder of this pa-
per, we will focus our analysis and discussion on the three
ethnic groups that the Clarifai tool can most confidently es-
timate (i.e., Asian, Black and White). For completeness, we
will also report results on the other ethnic groups, combin-
ing results for Clarifai’s Indian, Latino, and Middle Eastern
groups into a single category labeled ‘Others’ and keeping
in mind the degree of uncertainty arising from these demo-
graphic estimates.

Data
We chose London (UK) as case study for this work for two
main reasons: London has been one of the first cities in the
world with very large Airbnb penetration, enabling us to per-
form both a large-scale and long-running study of the plat-
form; furthermore, it is home to one of the most ethnically
diverse populations in the world, with about one third of



Guests Hosts
Number of . . . 106,736 14,012

Age distribution 18–29 (35%), 30–39 (36%), 40+ (27%) 18–29 (24%), 30–39 (46%), 40+ (29%)
Gender distribution Female (55%), Male (45%) Female (56%), Male (44%)
Ethnic distribution Asian (12%), Black (3%), Others (20%), White (64%) Asian (5%), Black (6%), Others (28%), White (61%)

Table 1: Demographics of Airbnb hosts and guests

Londoners being born overseas and over 200 languages be-
ing spoken in the capital (for National Statistics 2022), mak-
ing London particularly suited for a study of diversity and in-
clusion. We scraped the Airbnb website for the city of Lon-
don (UK) in June 2020 and specifically collected four sets
of data: for each property listing, we collected its type (e.g.,
whether a full property, a private room or a shared room),
its price per night, and its location (in terms of the Lon-
don neighbourhood it is located in).7 From the identifiers of
London Airbnb listings, we were then able to retrieve infor-
mation about London hosts, including their profile pictures.
From the identifiers of London Airbnb listings, we were also
able to retrieve all reviews that followed a stay; in particular,
we collected the date the review was written, the text, and
the identifier of the guest who left it. Finally, using these
guest identifiers, we scraped guests profile pictures.

Our initial dataset contained 54k unique hosts, 1.3M
unique guests, 86k unique listings, and 1.5M unique re-
views, dating from 2009 to June 2020. For the purpose of
this study, we only kept 8 years of data, from January 2012
to December 2019: we removed the first two years so to fo-
cus on the ‘majority’ phase of platform adoption (as opposed
to the innovators/early adopters phases); we also removed
the data from January 2020 onward, to discard the time pe-
riod during which Airbnb usage came to almost a halt due to
COVID-19.

Extracting user demographics (i.e., gender, age, ethnicity)
from profile pictures has a significant cost, both financially
and in terms of processing time (as discussed in the previ-
ous section, at present the most accurate state-of-art AI face
recognition tools are proprietary ones, accessible via a pro-
grammatic API). We thus chose to sample our data, and in
particular selected a random sample of 150k reviews (i.e.,
10% of the original data). This led us to keep 17k unique
hosts, 122k unique guests, and 19k unique listings.

After running the Microsoft Azure Face API and Clarifai
on our 10% sample data, we further removed all guests and
hosts for which demographics could not be estimated from
their profile picture (e.g., some pictures do not contain a per-
son but for example a pet; others contain multiple people).
We ended up with a dataset comprising 14k Airbnb hosts
and 106k Airbnb guests (writing 147k reviews). The demo-
graphics composition of such dataset is shown in Table 1.

7The boundaries of such neighbourhoods have been determined
by Airbnb based on research with cartographers, locals and city
experts. To read more: https://www.airbnb.co.uk/help/article/420/
what-are-neighbourhoods.

Preferential Attachment Estimation
Our approach to studying inclusion begins with the con-
struction of a bipartite graph, where nodes represent Airbnb
hosts and guests, and an edge from guest g to host h rep-
resents a stay (i.e., guest g stayed in a property listed by
host h, as inferred from a review that g left). Each graph
node is associated with three labels representing the node’s
gender, age, and ethnicity. To investigate interactions across
each demographic trait that cannot be attributed to chance,
we employ a statistical network shuffling method. We begin
by assuming a ‘null hypothesis’ that any given guest-host
pairing occurs at random. We then create a large set of ‘null
network models’ by shuffling the labels of both guest and
host nodes of the empirical network, and finally comparing
the properties of these null network models against those ob-
served in the empirical one.

Our method draws inspiration from (Koh et al. 2019),
which uses a random ‘shuffling’ step to create null-network
models. However, our approach significantly improves upon
it. Specifically, the method proposed in (Koh et al. 2019)
shuffled the edges of the bipartite graph while maintaining
the total number of stays of each guest and host, so to pre-
serve the correlations between demographic characteristics
and activity in Airbnb. Nevertheless, this method ignored
important geographic and economic factors that could sig-
nificantly influence a guest’s choice of where to stay. To ad-
dress this limitation, our proposed method shuffles the node
labels of the empirical graph, while keeping the network
structure intact. During the node labels’ shuffling process,
we then apply a further restriction to preserve crucial ge-
ographic and economic variables associated with each stay,
in particular property type (full or shared), property location,
and property price (divided into quartiles).

To get statistical significant results, we generated 100 ran-
domised network configurations for each null hypothesis to
test, using the random shuffling procedure above. After each
round of random shuffling, we compared the empirical la-
bels with the shuffled labels, with the aim to ensure no cor-
relation between them. In particular, we required a Cohen’s
kappa score between the empirical labels and the shuffled
labels of less than 0.1 for each shuffled configuration to be
accepted as part of our random set.

For each demographic feature under study (i.e., gender,
age, ethnicity), we counted the number of interactions be-
tween guests and hosts for each possible combination of
values (i.e., for gender, we counted the number of male-
male, female-female, male-female, and female-male stays).
We did so both in the empirical network and in each of the
100 corresponding randomised configuration. For each com-
bination, we then defined its corresponding preferential at-



tachment (pa) value as the relative difference between the
number of interactions between guests and hosts with that
particular demographic feature pairing in the actual graph
(denoted as actualpair), and the number of interactions be-
tween guests and hosts with that same pairing in the ran-
domised graph (denoted as nullpair). Specifically,

pa =
actualpair − nullpair

nullpair

A preferential attachment value of 0 indicates that the in-
teractions between guests and hosts in the empirical network
are in line with what would be expected in a randomised
network configuration. In contrast, values greater or lower
than 0 indicate a deviation from the expected randomised
network configuration. The magnitude of the preferential at-
tachment value (in absolute terms) reflects the degree of de-
viation from the randomised network configuration.

Note that, for each demographic feature under analysis,
we compute 100 pa values (one for each randomised net-
work); in our Results section, we will then show values
ranging from the lower 5% percentile to the upper 95% per-
centile, in order to show if (and by how much) the empirical
network differs from 90% of our randomised configurations.

Sentiment Analysis

Our final step is to measure how sentiment varies between
homophilic and heterophilic interactions, for each demo-
graphic group. We do so in two steps.

First, we use the Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment
Reasoning (VADER) algorithm (Hutto and Gilbert 2014) to
compute the sentiment associated to each group of reviews.
Since VADER has been shown to work particularly well on
short text, we first break down each review into sentences
and run the VADER sentiment analyser on each of these; we
then compute the sentiment of a review as the mean senti-
ment of its sentences, and derive the sentiment of a group of
interactions as the mean sentiment of its associated reviews.
Note that VADER only performs sentiment analysis on En-
glish text. For London, 87% of Airbnb reviews are written in
English, so for the purpose of conducting sentiment analysis
we discarded the remaining 13%. We further discarded En-
glish reviews that were either too short (less than 8 words) or
too long (more than 175 words – 97.5th percentile), to avoid
skewing results. In total, 15% of the original set of reviews
have been removed from this sentiment analysis computa-
tion.

Finally, we defined the sentiment gain (sent gain) for
each demographic feature guest/host pairing as the relative
difference between the average sentiment of stays between
guests and hosts with that demographic feature pairing in
the actual graph (denoted as sentpair) and the average sen-
timent of all stays in the same graph (denoted as sentall).
Specifically,

sent gain =
sentpair − sentall

sentall

4 Results
Diversity
To study diversity of Airbnb hosts and guests, we calculated
the share of Airbnb users that fall into each demographic
group, for each year from 2012 to 2019. Diversity of Airbnb
guests and hosts in London for gender is very high: as shown
on the left side of Figure 1a, there is an almost perfectly-
even split between male and female guests (46% vs 54% re-
spectively in 2019). The same holds when we look at hosts
(right side of Figure 1a), with only a marginally higher pres-
ence of females (53%) than males (47%). Note that, assum-
ing the majority of London hosts are living in London (and
thus captured by the London census), a slightly higher preva-
lence of female hosts tallies with the overall London popu-
lation having a slightly higher proportion of females than
males (London Datastore 2020). High diversity of Airbnb
users along the gender line started from the early days of
platform adoption (e.g., in 2012, there were 51% vs 49% fe-
male/male guests, and 57% vs 43% female/male hosts), and
has not changed much over time.

Diversity along the age line depicts a rather different situ-
ation. Let us consider guests first: as shown on the left side
of Figure 1b, in the early years of Airbnb guests travelling to
London, the 30 to 39 age group dominated the scene (e.g.,
44% in 2012); however, the younger segment of 18 to 29 has
been steadily on the rise (from 20% in 2012 to 37% in 2019),
ultimately even surpassing the 30 to 39 age group. On the
other hand, an increasing proportion of 40+ travellers seems
to be disengaging with the hospitality platform (from 35%
in 2012, down to 25% in 2019). Let us now turn our atten-
tion to Airbnb hosts (right side of Figure 1b). In 2019, there
was a disproportionately high prevalence of 30–39 year old
Airbnb hosts (48%), compared to the older 40+ (30%) and
especially the younger 18–29 year old (21%) segments. Un-
like what we observed for guests, the dominance of the 30–
39 age group for hosts has not been faltering over time (from
48% in 2012 to 44% in 2019), and although the younger seg-
ment has been increasing its presence over time (from 21%
in 2012 to 30% in 2019), the older segment of the population
has steadily disengaged instead (from 30% in 2012 to 25%
in 2019). If we consider that, in 2019, the London popula-
tion was made of approximately 18% of people aged 18 to
29, 21% of people aged 30 to 39, and 30% of people aged
40 to 65 (London Datastore 2020), our data suggests that
the 30–39 segment has disproportionately high representa-
tion in the Airbnb host base; the 40+ segment has a lower-
than-expected representation instead, while the youngest age
group is hovering just above what one might expect (relative
to the London population).

We finally turn our attention to diversity along the ethnic-
ity line. Before we do so, recall that the AI face recognition
tool we used to extract ethnicity information from profile
pictures exhibited high accuracy for Asian, Black and White
groups only; accuracy for Indian, Latino and Middle Eastern
groups (next referred to as a combined ‘Others’ group) was
lower instead. Despite the inaccuracies that our ethnicity es-
timation bears, some noteworthy patterns can still be de-
tected with some confidence. In particular, as shown on the



left side of Figure 1c, White guests currently dominate the
scene, with 64% of Airbnb guests in London being White,
12% being Asian and only 4% Black; such ethnic compo-
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Figure 1: Airbnb users’ demographics from January 2012 to
December 2019

sition of guests has remained relatively unchanged between
2012 and 2019. Ethnic diversity of hosts depicts perhaps a
more encouraging picture (right side of Figure 1c): White
hosts still dominate the scene, but their market share has
been diminishing over the years (from 67% in 2012 to 49%
in 2019), with mixed-race (Others) and Black hosts slowly
but steadily growing; Asian hosts were few in the early days
and remained so over time. To better interpret these num-
bers, we took a look again at the London population statistics
of the last 20 years (London Datastore 2020), and found that
the London population of White has been slowly decreas-
ing over time, and is currently below 60%; Asian have in-
stead been growing rapidly, and partly Black too: these eth-
nic groups currently represent approximately 20% and 15%
of the London population respectively. If we revisit host eth-
nicity ratios in Airbnb (right side of Figure 1c), in light of
the population statistics just mentioned, it is not surprising
to see presence of White hosts at around 50% (and slightly
declining over time), nor to see Black hosts accounting for
approximately 12% (and steadily increasing). What is sur-
prising though is to see that Asian, the second largest and
fastest growing ethnic group in London, still represents only
6% of the Airbnb host population.

Inclusion
Having studied the composition of the Airbnb user base for
both guests and hosts, along the main demographic features
(i.e., gender, age and ethnicity), we now turn our attention
to inclusion, that is, the actual interactions that these peers
have. We infer inclusion of different Airbnb demographics
using the preferential attachment formulation presented in
Section 3. For conciseness, we only present results for the
aggregate time period from 2012 to 2019; we also analysed
inclusion year-by-year, but observed no significant temporal
variation, especially from 2015 onwards.

To begin with, we analyse host/guest interactions focus-
ing on gender. Previous studies (Koh et al. 2019) had re-
vealed a slight prevalence of gender homophilic interactions
in Airbnb; our results confirm and expand this (Figure 2a),
showing gender homophily is present even after controlling
for various exogenous factors (i.e., property type, price and
location). More precisely, male guests are preferentially at-
tached to male hosts (median pa = 0.05), and female guests
are preferentially attached to female hosts (median pa =
0.04). This is despite the number of ‘shared room’ proper-
ties in Airbnb London being less than 1% – indeed, nearly
40% are private rooms and 60% entire homes/apartments
(the latter suggesting that hosts and guests do not actually
spend much time together). Because females and males are
almost equally represented in Airbnb both in terms of hosts
and guests (i.e., high gender diversity), inclusion is not ham-
pered by a prevalence of homophilic stays.

We now consider host/guest stays focusing on age groups.
As it emerges from Figure 2b, there is a greater issue in
terms of inclusion for the elder age group of 40+. Indeed,
we previously observed this is the least represented group
in terms of age, both among hosts and guests; on top of that,
we now observe they mostly engage in homophilic stays too.
Specifically, 40+ guests preferentially stay with hosts aged
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Figure 2: Preferential attachment between hosts and guests
by gender, age and ethnicity for the aggregate period Jan-
uary 2012 – December 2019. Median values are shown as
dots, bottom 5% and top 95% percentiles are shown with a
+. To enhance readability, Figure 2c displays the top eight
preferential attachment pairings (in absolute values) only.

40+ too (median pa = 0.11, being it the highest preferen-
tial attachment we achieve for all age groups), as opposed
to −0.06 for 18–29 and −0.07 for 30–39 hosts. Likewise,
when acting as hosts, they preferentially receive 40+ year
old guests, as opposed to 18–29 (median pa = −0.08, being
it the lowest preferential attachment we achieve for all age
groups). This may reduce the opportunities that 40+ year old
Airbnb users have, both as guests (i.e., fewer properties to
choose from) and hosts (i.e., attracting fewer paying guests).
The two other age groups of 18–29 and 30–39 still preferen-
tially stay with the same age group, however their preferen-
tial attachment is significantly lower than the one obtained
for 40+ hosts/guests (pa = 0.05 for 18–29 hosts/guests and
pa = 0.01 for 30–39 hosts/guests).

We finally turn our attention to host/guest stays focus-
ing on ethnic groups (Figure 2c). Our diversity analysis
already signalled significant under-representation of Asian
and Black, both as hosts and guests. If we look at actual
stays, an even more alarming reality emerges: the median pa
value among Asian guests/hosts is equal to 0.24, and almost
the entirety of stays involving Black hosts or guests is indeed
homophilic – pa reaching the highest value of 0.96 for Black
guests staying into properties rented by Black hosts, as op-
posed to pa = −0.13 for Black guests staying in properties
rented by White hosts. The combined Indian, Latino, and
Middle Eastern ethnic group (labelled ‘Others’) does not ap-
pear to be disadvantaged in terms of inclusion; however, this
is the group for which our facial recognition tool achieved
the lowest accuracy, so our results may have a greater degree
of uncertainty than those shown for the other ethnic groups.

Overall, our inclusion analysis has revealed that, for
Airbnb in London UK, three demographic groups are mostly
engaged in homophilic interactions: those aged 40+ (median
pa = 0.11), those of Black ethnicity (median pa = 0.96),
and those of Asian ethnicity (median pa = 0.24). These de-
mographics are also those with lowest representation within
Airbnb, as previously evidenced by our results on diver-
sity. The combination of these two findings suggests that
these demographic groups are at risk of being significantly
excluded from the sharing economy business model. To
counter this, Airbnb could consider implementing platform
interventions (e.g., a recommender system) to favour more
inclusive (heterophilic) interactions; however, before doing
so, one first needs to understand whether satisfaction with
the hospitality service is comparable between heterophilic
and homophilic stays, or whether perhaps satisfaction is sig-
nificantly higher for the latter (as one might expect based
on studies of interactions on social media – e.g., (Block and
Grund 2014)). We explore this next.

Sentiment
Airbnb does not make available the individual ratings that
guests leave after a stay, only an overall average rating per
host. We thus built a proxy for individual user satisfaction
with their own stay by focusing on the reviews written after
a stay, and by measuring the sentiment associated to them.

We calculated an average sentiment score across all
Airbnb stays of +0.93 (over a range of [−1,+1]), corrob-
orating previous studies that found sentiment in Airbnb re-



views to be positively skewed (Zhu, Cheng, and Wong 2019;
Martinez et al. 2017; Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers 2015;
Zhu, Lin, and Cheng 2020; Santos et al. 2020; Bridges and
Vásquez 2018; Alsudais and Teubner 2019). At an aggre-
gate level, Airbnb guests thus appear to be very satisfied
with their experience of the hospitality service; here we go
a step further, dissecting sentiment as it varies between ho-
mophilic and heterophilic stays for each demographic group
under study.

The most striking observation we found is that homophilic
interactions are no more satisfactory than heterophilic ones;
indeed, sentiment gain remains very close to 0 across all in-
teraction groups (up to 0.02 for gender, up to 0.03 for age,
up to 0.02 for ethnicity). Furthermore, we found no statis-
tical correlation between preferential attachment and senti-
ment gain (Spearman correlation = −0.09, p-value > 0.6),
suggesting that the review sentiment score is not associated
with the likelihood of having guests and hosts preferentially
connected.

5 Discussion
Implications
The presence of homophily has been found in several stud-
ies of human networks (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook
2001); our results illustrate strong presence of homophily in
Airbnb too, both along gender, age and ethnicity lines. This
is despite the fact that, in our case study of London, the ma-
jority of Airbnb properties are entire houses / flats, mean-
ing that hosts and guests most likely complete a short-term
rental without ever meeting or bonding with one another,
thus raising the question as to why there is such strong pres-
ence of homophily in the platform. Indeed, as our study fur-
ther evidenced, homophily is not associated to sentiment,
even after controlling for property type, price and location.
One may thus wonder whether this tendency of Airbnb hosts
and guests to complete transactions with demographically
similar others is nothing but an online manifestation of our
offline biases. If so, there are both moral, economic, and
market reasons for considering interventions to reduce this
phenomenon.

From a moral point of view, interventions should be con-
sidered to achieve social justice, removing systemic barriers
that may lead some segments of the population (e.g., older
adults) to become increasingly marginalised and to miss op-
portunities to contribute to society. From an economic point
of view, diversity and inclusion have been found to be as-
sociated to economic efficiency (Burns 2012), thus advocat-
ing for organisations to tap into diverse pools. And from a
market perspective, businesses must be able to reflect the
diversity of their market base, if they are to keep growing
their market share; for both Airbnb UK and US, this means
for example attracting the non-White and older population,
since these are the fastest growing demographics in these
countries (for National Statistics 2022; Vespa et al. 2018).

In practical terms, what role can technology play to in-
crease diversity and inclusion in sharing economy platforms
such as Airbnb? Some technological interventions have al-
ready taken place, mostly aimed at addressing potential

hosts’ biases: for example, the ‘instant booking’ option was
introduced a few years back to curb discrimination (Tam
2016); when hosts list their property using this option, guests
can complete a reservation request instantly, without need-
ing an explicit host’s approval. In an attempt to further re-
duce racial discrimination in cases the instant booking op-
tion is not used, a trial has just started to show hosts the
names of potential guests only after a booking has been con-
firmed (Rylah 2022).

Similar interventions could be considered to tackle
guests’ biases too: for example, not showing names
and profile pictures of hosts until a reservation request
has been made, specifically when searching for entire
homes/apartments. In these cases, new recommender system
functionalities could also be introduced to more proactively
foster inclusion: for example, at the moment the onus to
browse through available accommodations to find a suitable
one is entirely on the guest; however, a recommender sys-
tem could suggest properties the guest might enjoy among
those matching the search criteria (e.g., price, date and loca-
tion), while also promoting inclusion; based on our findings,
increased inclusion would not come at the expense of satis-
faction. Gamification elements could be considered as well
to promote inclusive stays, such as collecting badges and
rewards. Although the above interventions might be suit-
able when considering entire homes/apartments, the situa-
tion becomes more complicated when considering rooms in
shared properties; in these cases, issues of personal safety
may come into play (for example, female guests may only be
willing to share a property with female hosts). When dealing
with shared properties, masking names and profile pictures
could be a barrier to trust building and discourage interac-
tions altogether.

The above technological interventions might help with in-
clusion, but not with diversity. In order to design technologi-
cal interventions aimed at increasing the diversity of Airbnb
peers in the first instance, one needs to understand what bar-
riers are currently preventing under-represented groups to
take part in sharing economy services such as Airbnb. In-
depth qualitative studies with past Airbnb users who have
disengaged with the platform might shed some light into
current barriers to diversity and inclusion; broader market
research studies are also needed to understand motivation
and fears from specific demographic groups.

Limitations
The findings of the present study should take into consider-
ation a number of limitations.

First, our method relies on AI tools to infer demographic
features from profile pictures; as such, our findings can only
be as robust as these tools are. Based on our technology as-
sessment study, findings related to diversity and inclusion
with respect to gender and age can be stated with higher con-
fidence than those concerning ethnicity (especially beyond
the Asian, Black and White ethnic groups). As highlighted
by another recent study (Cavazos et al. 2021), further re-
search is necessary to enhance the accuracy of ethnicity es-
timation in AI face recognition tools before findings derived
from such tools can be relied upon. While gender classifica-



tion accuracy is currently high, at present all tools can only
process gender as a simple binary concept. It is also impor-
tant to note that while face recognition algorithm accuracy
will continue to improve, we assume that profile pictures are
true representations of Airbnb peers, which we believe is a
plausible assumption since user pictures are a fundamental
element of the platform’s trust and reputation system.

Second, our findings are based on the analysis a 10% sam-
ple of the original data. This was due to financial restrictions
derived from the use of proprietary AI face recognition tools
(a choice that was deemed necessary to avoid compromising
accuracy). The sample we were left with was still remark-
able (i.e., 14k Airbnb hosts, 106k Airbnb guests, and 147k
reviews). However, we acknowledge that data sampling may
lead to certain subgroups within the population being either
over- or under-represented in the sample, casting doubts in
the validity of the findings. To reduce susceptibility to sam-
pling bias, we chose our sample randomly. The only pro-
files that were intentionally excluded were those whose pic-
ture did not contain a person. Future research may look into
whether some demographic groups are more likely than oth-
ers to mask their true identity (e.g., favouring the picture of
a landscape or a pet instead). We chose to exclude these pro-
files from the present study since our work aimed to unveil
patterns of interactions based on the user demographics as
revealed in the profile pictures chosen by hosts/guests on the
Airbnb platform. Future studies may also look into interac-
tions dynamics when profile pictures do not represent a hu-
man being instead (though it is worth noting these were rel-
atively uncommon in our data, representing approximately
14% of the sample). Finally, as open-source AI tools con-
tinue to improve, we envisage it will be possible to conduct
this type of studies with no need for data sampling at all.

Third, we measure satisfaction as the sentiment expressed
in reviews. In doing so, we consider a single ‘sentiment
scale’ across all users. A recent study of TripAdvisor shows
that the way we write reviews vary depending on our demo-
graphics: in particular, self-identified females are much less
likely to write negative reviews than male ones (Proserpio,
Troncoso, and Valsesia 2021). We therefore need to be care-
ful when inferring the satisfaction with Airbnb stays from
user reviews as higher sentiment score does not always im-
ply higher user satisfaction. In order to gain a more compre-
hensive understanding of the subject matter, future studies
could delve deeper into their definition of sentiment scale,
as well as explore the topics covered in Airbnb reviews.

Fourth, the findings of this study only pertain the city of
London, UK, and cannot be generalised any further. This is
because Airbnb, and more broadly the sharing economy, are
fundamentally a urban phenomenon, and local geographic
factors ranging from urban structure to population density
patterns to social structure might significantly impact our
findings, thus calling for the present study to be repeated
in other geographic contexts.

Last but not least, while we focused on demographic di-
versity and inclusion of Airbnb users, there are other social
and economic factors that can influence a user’s decision to
join the platform. For example, individuals with lower in-
comes may face barriers to accessing the platform, both as

hosts (e.g., if they do not have spare rooms to offer) and as
guests (e.g., if they do not have sufficient funds to travel). We
partly considered geographic and economic factors within
our models, by controlling for property price, location, and
type. Further studies may look into other aspects of diver-
sity and inclusion, to offer a more comprehensive socio-
economic view of the platform dynamics.

Ethical Considerations
This work used publicly accessible data from the Airbnb
company website. Data was anonymised and aggregated, to
avoid traceability to any individual. Since the study pertains
personal characteristics (i.e., gender, age and ethnicity), we
first obtained study approval from the University Research
Ethics Committee (Ethics Application 6725/003).

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a quantitative method to
measure diversity and inclusion longitudinally and at scale
in sharing economy platforms. The method leverages face
recognition AI tools to measure diversity, and network shuf-
fling to measure inclusion. We have applied this method to
conduct a longitudinal study that aimed to unveil diversity,
inclusion, and overall sentiment of Airbnb hosts and guests
for the specific case of London, UK. Unlike conventional
census and survey-based methods, that rely on human-based
data collection techniques, our approach utilises software-
based methods that can be easily replicated to study other
cities, as well as different sharing economy platforms (where
it is common for users to have profile pictures, and for rat-
ings and reviews to be left upon completion of an interac-
tion). The method can also be repeatedly applied over time,
so to measure diversity and inclusion as they vary, possibly
as a result of platform interventions.

The method, when applied to the specific case of Airbnb
in London, UK, detected high diversity for gender, but
low diversity for age and ethnicity; while the latter is now
steadily improving, the former is not. Considering that the
elder segment of the population is the one that is predicted to
increase the most over the next years, investigating why this
demographic group is so under represented is an important
direction of research, so that interventions can be enacted
if systemic barriers are found to be responsible. Our find-
ings also revealed issues of inclusion, as a consequence of a
preponderance of homophilic interactions over heterophilic
ones, despite these not being linked to higher sentiment.
These findings can not be extrapolated beyond London; in
order to inform platform interventions, future studies need
to be conducted in different locales.

Future work also needs to look at the impact that COVID-
19 has had on individuals and their behaviour towards shar-
ing. We chose to exclude data from January 2020 onward
from the present study since Airbnb came almost to a stop
as the world battled through the pandemic, with travel bans
imposed widely. Now that restrictions have been lifted, an
interesting question is to understand to what extent our be-
haviours have bounced back to pre-pandemic, and to what
extent our sharing attitudes have changed instead, possibly
in a different way for different demographics.
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